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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we have carried out the detail studies of pre-cancer by wavelet coherency and multifractal based 
detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA) on differential interference contrast (DIC) images of stromal region 
among different grades of pre-cancer tissues. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) through Daubechies basis has 
been performed for identifying fluctuations over polynomial trends for clear characterization and differentiation 
of tissues. Wavelet coherence plots are performed for identifying the level of correlation in time scale plane 
between normal and various grades of DIC samples. Applying MFDFA on refractive index variations of 
cervical tissues, we have observed that the values of Hurst exponent (correlation) decreases from healthy 
(normal) to pre-cancer tissues. The width of singularity spectrum has a sudden degradation at grade-I in 
comparison of healthy (normal) tissue but later on it increases as cancer progresses from grade-II to grade-III.  
Keywords- Differential Interference Contrast Image (DIC Image), Discrete Wavelet Transform, Wavelet 
Coherency, Multi-fractality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Biological samples are the most complex structures in nature. The biochemical information on this sample can 
be exploited for probing subtle biochemical changes as a signature of disease progression. The morphological 
approach provides us functional information of potential biomedical importance. The refractive index 
fluctuations in biological samples are fractal in nature which can be exploited to understand the changes in 
morphology through the progress of various diseases. There are complex interactions between neoplastic cells 
and the stromal during progression of cancer. Also, carcinogenesis results, in part, from defective epithelial-
stromal communication [1]. Interestingly it can be observed that the collagen fiber network present in stromal 
also exhibits fractal architecture in the organization of the fibers and micro-fibrils [2]. The MFDFA is a very 
powerful statistical tool capable of detecting hidden long range correlations in noisy, non-stationary, multifractal 
fluctuation series, and has been successfully established tool in diverse fields [3].The light scattering models for 
quantification of the fractal micro-optical properties, namely, Hurst exponent (H) and fractal dimension (Df), 
have been explored for their potential applications in precancer detection of recent studies [4-7].  We know that 
wavelet transform is a very powerful tool for data analysis. The ability of the wavelets to provide 
multiresolution, in addition to their localization properties which  makes them an ideal tool for studyingdata 
sets, having different structures. The wavelet basis can be used for effectively capture of collectivebehavior and 
sharp changes and for localizing them[11-12]. Furthermore the mathematical microscopic nature of the wavelets 
can also be used for analyzing the localized performance at various scales [19-21]. Using wavelets, analysis of a 
number of data sets of both parallel and perpendicular polarized spectra has been done which have led to several 
key distinctions between different tumors and corresponding normal breast tissues. It has revealed the usefulness 
of polarized fluorescence in the diagnosis of tumors[18]. Quantification of these differences and fluctuations in 
the perpendicular channel of the cancerous tissues have been found more randomized as compared to their 
normal counterparts using wavelets[17]. In this paper, wavelet transform has been applied to extract some 
features of normal and different grades of DIC images. MFDFA has been applied to show how Hurst exponent 
(H) and fractal dimension (Df) differs from normal to different grades of cancer of stromal regions. 
 
 2. THEORY 
2.1 WAVELET TRANSFORM (WT) 
For a given continuous time signal ( )x t , the wavelet transform is defined as: 
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father wavelet kφ , located at k with level j  and the deviations from the trend are picked up by mother 
wavelets kj ,ψ [15]  . 
2.2 WAVELET COHERENCE 
Coherence is considered to be equivalent to correlation.  Though, there are important differences between them.  
In  coherence’s  calculation  the  signal  is squared,  thus  producing  values  from  0  to  1.  The polarity 
information is lost.  By contrast,  correlation  is  sensitive  to  polarity  and  its  values  range  from  -  1  to  1. 
The  wavelet-based  estimation  of  coherence,  or wavelet  coherence,  is  a  very  recent  tool. Wavelet 
coherence can be written as: ( ) ( )( )
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value requires the exact values of the wavelet auto- and wavelet cross-spectra of x and y as: 
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Where ( ,s)xW a  is the wavelet coefficient at scale s  and time t  of the finite time series ( )x t , and 
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2.3 MULTI FRACTAL DETRENDED FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS (MFDFA) 
 
The mathematical details of MFDFA can be found reference [14]. Briefly, the profile  (spatial series of length 
N, ) is first generated from the one dimensional spatial index fluctuations. The profile is then 
divided into Ns = int (N/s) non-overlapping segments b of equal length s. The local trend of the series (yb(i)) is 
determined for each segment b by least square polynomial fitting, and then subtracted from the segmented 
profiles to yield the de-trended fluctuations. The resulting variance of the de-trended fluctuation is determined 
for each segment as 
 
    (2) 
 
The moment (q) dependent fluctuation function is then extracted by averaging over all the segments as  
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The scaling behavior is subsequently determined by analyzing the variations of  vs s for each values of q, 
assuming the general scaling function as 
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Here, the generalized Hurst exponent h(q) and the classical multifractal scaling exponent  are related by  
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Note that for a stationary, monofractal series  is identical to the Hurst exponent H [14]. Here, values of 
H = 0.5, > 0.5 and < 0.5 correspond to uncorrelated random fluctuations, long range correlated and anti-
correlated behaviour respectively [14]. The two sets of the scaling exponents  and  along with the 
singularity spectrum  completely characterize any non-stationary, multifractal fluctuation series. Here, 
 is related to  via a Legendre transformation:  
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Where  is the singularity strength and the width of  is a quantitative measure of multifractality[3]. 
 
 MATERIALS & METHODS 
Here the spatial distribution of tissue refractive index is measured by the differential interference contrast (DIC) 
microscope (Olympus IX81, USA). The biopsy samples of human cervical tissues with total of 94 samples (26 
normal, 26 grade I, 19 grade II, 23 grade III), which were histopathologically characterized, were obtained from 
G.S.V.M. Medical College and Hospital, Kanpur, India. The pixel-wise unfolding was done for recorded images 
in one linear direction for MFDFA analysis purpose for representing the spatial variation of tissue refractive 
index. Wavelet and MFDFA analysis were used for DIC image analysis purpose.  In this current paper, the 
results of several sets of samples consisting of Normal to Grade-3 tissue images are shown. The DIC sample 
images are given below: 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
We know that the DIC images are useful for extracting tissue refractive index fluctuations. So, DIC image data 
can be considered as irregular signals. Wavelets are ideal analysis tool irregular data processing purpose[26]. For 
any observed signal x(t)=f(t)+e(t), where f(t) is the signal and e(t) is the noise, using wavelets f(t) can easily be 
extracted out. In this paper, Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) through Daubechies basis analysis has been done 
up to level-5 for identifying localized fluctuations (high pass coefficients) over polynomial trends for clear 
characterization and differentiation of tissues. It is clear that the high pass coefficients retain the refractive index 
fluctuations of the DIC images.  
 
Fig1- Fluctuations DIC signals after 5-level decomposition 
Here it is clearly visible that after level-5 decomposition amplitude peak values are more for Grade-I to Grade-II 
than the normal DIC images. At Grade-III again the amplitude values decreases. It occurs due to the refractive 
index fluctuations of the medium.  
Thereafter, the wavelet coherence plots are done to check auto-correlation within localized region for analyzing 
the fluctuations of various samples by using complex Gaussian wavelet. In the wavelet coherence plots, the 
arrows are used in the figure to represent the relative phase between the two DIC images as a function of scale 
and position. As the relative phase information produces a local measure of the delay between the two DIC 
images, the wavelet coherence is superimposed with these relative phase plots.  Here wavelet coherence plots 
are performed to show the inter-correlation between two samples of DIC normal and cancerous tissues.  
 
Fig.4a-Wavelet Coherence between Normal DIC and Grade-I Image 
 Fig.4b-Wavelet Coherence between Normal DIC and Grade-II Image 
 
Fig.4c-Wavelet Coherence between Normal DIC and Grade-III Image 
Here it appears that there are several distinct zones of low correlation between normal and cancerous tissues due 
to refractive index fluctuations. The regions with low coherency, relative phases (as shown by arrow) between 
normal and different grades are jumbled. It can be also observed that the jumbled phases are more prominent  
between normal and grade-III. From above plots we notified the highly coherent zones of various cancerous 
tissues with normal tissue. 
In our previous work we showed during multifractal analysis how the value of Hurst exponent and Singularity 
spectrum varies among various cancerous tissues for epithelium region[8,25]. In this paper, the MFDFA analysis 
is done for stromal region.  
 Fig.5a- Plot of Hurst Exponent from Normal to Grade-3 DIC Image 
The Hurst exponent values of several samples are given in  a tabular format in detail.It is clearly observed that 
the hurst exponent value decreases from normal to cancerous tisses due to refractive index fluctuations of the 
medium. 
Table 1- Hurst Exponent Calculation using MFDFA 
 Normal Grade-I Grade-II Grade-III 
Hurst 
Exponent(mean 
±= )2(qh standard 
deviation) 
0.6480 ± 0.02 0.5620 ± 0.06 0.5048 ± 0.01 0.4028 ± 0.07 
 
The  singularity spectrum plot is shown below. 
Fig.5b- Singularity Spectrum for DIC  Image 
The Singularity spectrum values of several samples are given in  a tabular format in detail. 
Table 2- Singularity Spectrum Width Calculation using MFDFA 
 Normal Grade-1 Grade-2 Grade-3 
Width of Singularity 
Spectrum(mean 
±= )2(qh standard 
deviation) 
1.07 ±  0.03 0.61 ± 0.07 0.72 ± 0.09 0.8995 ± 0.05 
The singularity width decreases from normal to grade-I and gradually increaes among different cancerous 
grades due to refractive index fluctuations. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the above results and discussions, it is clear that wavelet coherency and MFDFA are playing a vital role to 
show the correlation among healthy and different grades of pre-cancer tissues in time scale plane as well as 
characterization between them respectively. The authors hope that the above findings will definitely help 
researchers in future to make step forward in Bio-medical field. 
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